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Using Barco video wall technology, AVI-SPL implemented 

displays cubes that enables staff at Austin Energy to oversee  

its service operations.

See the Big Picture

Austin Energy serves over 1 million customers 

across 430 square miles in the Austin, Texas, 

area. So when the company moved forward 

to renovate its operations center, it wanted 

visualization technology that would allow for 

oversight of the entire network at a glance.

“Our mission was to build a state-of-the-art 

control center,” says Craig Schaub, Austin 

Energy’s manager of control engineering. 

“Being able to display our entire service 

network, including every substation, on 

one continuous wall display was a critical 

element.”

“
A High-Resolution Video Wall

To provide that kind of situational awareness, 

AVI-SPL installed a 17-by-4 video wall of 

80-inch Barco cubes.  The display stretches 

89 feet wide and 16 feet high. For news and 

weather updates, four 70-inch displays are 

connected through IPTV.

Energy Efficient and High-Def Visuals

From their control room, Austin Energy staff 

monitor the transmission and distribution 

grid. Operators can see AE SCADA 

system information, a dynamic schematic 

Our mission was  
to build a state- 
of-the-art control 
center.”

“
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About AVI-SPL

AVI-SPL is the world’s leading integrator of 

communication and collaboration solutions that 

support organizations of all types. We design, 

build, integrate and support systems for video 

collaboration, digital media, advanced visualization, 

AV distribution, and intelligent building control. We 

also provide a wide range of remote and onsite 

support services, as well as cloud-based video 

conferencing.
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transmission display and two dynamic 

geographic distribution displays used by 

the wing operators. Operators can zoom into 

images without leaving their seats.

The size and high resolution of the display 

wall combine to give operators a clear view of 

the data, enabling them to accurately monitor 

the network.

The wall is also powered by energy-efficient 

LED lighting that can last over 80,000 hours 

in eco mode.
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Austin Energy displays its entire service  

network, including each substation, on one 

continuous video wall. 


